
THE LOOP 2017 
 

TREASURER’S REPORT:  We are doing well financially.  This is partially due to the incredible generosity 

of one of our members who anonymously donated $800 last year.  Thank you!  We are also doing well 

because there were more participants at last spring’s conference which means our income was higher. 

DONATION TO HERSTORY PROJECT:  The women who are working on the Southern Lesbian Feminist 

Herstory project asked WW for a donation to help pay for interview transcriptions.  Since this project 

increases WW visibility in the lesbian community and archives lesbian herstory, we agreed.  We also 

suggested that they set up a fundraising account.  Amy  offered to help them do that. 

ISSUES AROUND NEW PARTICIPANTS:  The notes from last spring’s town meeting and several 

comments on the evaluations suggest that there have been issues around new ww participants being 

confused, not getting all the information they need, and feeling “unintegrated” into the conference.  We 

decided on 5 new steps to help alleviate these issues: 

- The creation of a “Newbie Information Packet” which will be mailed to new registrants and also 

will be available on the registration table. 

- Some way to designate on a woman’s name tag that she is new to WW 

- A Frequently Asked Questions page will be added to the WW blog site. Malika and Amy 

volunteered to create this page. 

- The Welcome planner’s contact info will be available online as a resource for new participants 

- There will be a Big and Little Sisters meet up on Wed night after opening circle 

CONTENT ALERT:  Ah, the perennial issue of the content alert.  There are always suggestions to make it 

more specific and less specific, how to change the wording, how to enforce it, etc.  We decided to keep 

last year’s content alert with a few changes, including removing the statement that the readings planner 

will stop the reading if she feels you failed to give an appropriate content alert.  We felt that was too 

much pressure on the readings planner.  We also felt there was too much shaming going on for people 

who forget or fail to make a content alert.  Because of this, and because we are aware that there is no 

way to give a warning for every possible trigger, the content alert will state that it is also up to the 

reader to take care of herself in whatever ways she needs to (leaving the readings, etc.) 

Woody was not able to attend, but she sent a letter eloquently arguing against the content alert 

altogether.  One of her arguments is that she feels that often the power of a piece is ruined by the 

content alert.  She suggested there be readings times set aside during which no content alerts will be 

required.  We agreed to this suggestion, and so this spring the second half of the open mic readings on 

Thurs afternoon and the second half of Friday night’s readings will be “content alert free”. 

RACISM AND HATE SPEECH:  Many issues arose last year around comments that were felt to be racist 

and readings that were felt to contain hate speech.  As you can imagine, we had a long, interesting, and 



heartfelt discussion on the feelings around this issue and steps that could be taken to address it.  All of 

our ideas coalesced into the following three proposals: 

- Singing Deer volunteered to lead a workshop on “From the outside looking in”.  Charlene and 

Dancing Water offered to lead one on racism. 

- On the WW facebook page we will add a list of recommended resources for educating 

ourselves.  Lorraine and Amy offered to organize this list. 

- We want to encourage and increase the use of mediators as a way of enabling direct 

conversations between those in conflict.  If someone at WW has read or said something that 

you felt was offensive to the point that it needs addressing, please share your feelings with that 

person directly.  If you do not feel able to do so in a brave, calm and non-attacking way, please 

ask for a mediator’s assistance.  We feel that these sorts of conversations are the best way to 

open the door for healing and understanding. 

READINGS:  Your reading time starts when you start talking to your audience.  Any time you spend 

talking about your reading, giving a content alert, etc. counts as part of your reading time. 

At womonwrites we aim to write honestly, share bravely, and listen respectfully.  Please refrain from 

booing at someone’s reading even if you disagree with it.  Also, years ago we made the decision to not 

clap and cheer when a woman’s name is called to read.  We strive to have a conference where there are 

no “stars” and every woman’s reading is encouraged equally.  The problem is not the women who get 

cheered for; it’s the women who do not.  Please be kind to them and refrain from cheering for your 

friends. 

WORKSHOPS:  The evaluations requested more workshop sites.  We have tried to use cabin community 

rooms in the past, but there were problems with how long it took to get there.  We will keep the stated 

workshop sites as they are.   But if all sites are full and you want to add a workshop, just pick a new site 

and post it. 

The schedule for FALL workshops will be changed.  The earliest workshop will start at 10 instead of 9:30.  

This is for FALL ONLY. 

The evaluations included suggestions for specific workshops as well as a request for more “skill based” 

workshops.  These suggestions will be passed on to the workshop planner, but please keep in mind that 

womonwrites workshops are a pot-luck kind of thing.  If you want a certain workshop, either lead it 

yourself or find someone who will.  Or even post something on the one list requesting someone lead a 

workshop on a certain topic. 

T-SHIRTS:  The suggestion was made to have an undated WW t-shirt that could be available for sale at 

every conference.  Gail offered to get some made up for this year.  They will feature Jenna’s labyris pen 

design. 



PHOTOS:  Please do not take photos or post photos on line without permission.  Do not tag people in 

your photos without permission.  And please do not use flash photography in the readings or without 

making sure that no one in the vicinity is sensitive to flashing lights. 

 

OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST:   

- There will be a lost and found area  under the workshift signup table in the dining hall 

- Drum circles can certainly happen in an impromptu and unscheduled fashion.  They usually 

erupt at the fire circle (or some random spot previously thought to be the fire circle). 

- The Healing Tent will now be a Healing Room and will be located in the community room of 

Anonymous 

- The great pile of give away clothes will find a new home in the side room off the dining hall 

where arts and crafts women sell their wares 

- Every year there are requests to hand the evaluations out sooner.  The evaluations are ALWAYS 

on the registration table for the duration of the conference.  You can pick one up whenever 

you’d like. 

 

 

 

 

 

  


